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Introduction High-performance, long-pulse 0.7-1.2 MA 6-7 MW NBI-heated small-ELM Hmode plasma discharges are developed in the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX)
as prototypes for confinement and current drive extrapolations to future spherical tori [1]. It
is envisioned that innovative lithium coating techniques [2, 3] for H-mode density pumping
and a supersonic deuterium jet for plasma refueling will be used to achieve the low pedestal
collisionality and low ne /nG fractions (0.3-0.6), both of which being essential conditions for
maximizing the non-inductive (bootstrap and beam driven) current fractions.
The low field side supersonic gas injector (SGI) on NSTX consists of a small convergingdiverging graphite Laval nozzle and a piezoelectric gas valve. The nozzle is capable of producing a deuterium jet with Mach number M ≤ 4, estimated gas density at the nozzle exit
n ≤ 5 × 1023 m−3 , estimated temperature T ≥ 70 K, and flow velocity v = 2.4 km/s. The nozzle
Reynolds number Reis ≃ 6000. The nozzle and the valve are enclosed in a protective carbon
fiber composite shroud and mounted on a movable probe at a midplane port location [4, 5].
Despite the beneficial L-mode fueling experience with supersonic jets in limiter tokamaks
[6, 7], there is a limited experience with fueling of high-performance H-mode divertor discharges [8] and the associated density, MHD stability, and MARFE limits. In initial supersonic deuterium jet fueling experiments in NSTX, a reliable H-mode access, a low NBI power
threshold, PLH ≤ 2 MW, and a high fueling efficiency (0.1-0.4) have been demonstrated [9, 10].
Progress has also been made toward a better control of the injected fueling gas by decreasing
the uncontrolled high field side (HFS) injector fueling rate by up to 95 % and complementing it
with the supersonic jet fueling.
These results motivated recent upgrades to the SGI gas delivery and control systems. The
new SGI-Upgrade (SGI-U) capabilities include multi-pulse ms-scale controls and a reservoir
gas pressure up to P0 = 5000 Torr [11]. In this paper we summarize recent progress toward
optimization of H-mode fueling in NSTX using the SGI-U.
Results The radial propagation of a high-pressure D2 jet through the edge plasma is determined by the radial fluid force balance from the relative magnitude of the plasma magnetic and
kinetic pressures and the gas jet pressure.
The high-pressure jet undergoes molecular and atomic reactions as it propagates
through the scrape-off layer (SOL), retaining a neutral core shielded by an ionizing layer. The gas jet density plays a
critical role in the penetration mechanism
[8, 12, 13]. However, a high density region
that develops in front of the low field side
jet may inhibit a deep penetration.
The increased plenum pressure range in Figure 1: Fast camera images of jet-plasma interaction: (a) SGI-U head in
the vacuum vessel at R = 1.57 m, (b) Plasma interaction with SGI-U head
SGI-U led to a higher flow rate, up to during an MHD event, (c) Dα emission from jet in the initial phase of high1022 s−1 , and a greater fueling flexibility. pressure injection, (d) Dα emission during high-pressure injection.
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Before the upgrade, the SGI jet impact pressure was limited to about 30 kPa at the nozzle exit,
and about 0.02 kPa at a distance 10 cm from the nozzle [9]. The jet impact pressure in the
SGI-U at P0 = 4100 Torr was measured to be about 5 times higher [11]. The plasma pressure at
the separatrix was in the range P = Pkin + Pmagn ≃ 0.01 − 0.1 kPa, suggesting that the SGI-U jet
might be able to penetrate closer to the separatrix.
Fast framing camera images taken during SGI-U operation showed a highly localized plasmajet interaction (Fig. 1). A bright localized Dα light region was consistent with the measured jet
divergence half-angle of θ = 6 − 25◦ . The size of the Dα light-emissting region was 5-10 cm,
typically much smaller than the light-emitting cloud from a conventional gas injector (GI).
The light-emitting region (plasmoid) was typically elongated along the field line and shifted
in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. The plasmoid was located at 0.5 - 6.0 cm outside of the
separatrix, suggesting that the ionization source was also located in the SOL.
Fueling efficiency and deposition characteristics of the supersonic D2 jet were inferred from
the spatially resolved electron density measurements. Shown in Fig. 2 are the waveforms of a 46 MW NBI-heated H-mode discharge fueled by a HFS injector at a reduced average rate ΓHFS ≃
8.5 × 1020 s−1 and the SGI-U operated at ΓSGI−U ≃ 8.4 × 1021 s−1 . The SGI-U was located at
R = 1.57 m, within 5-10 cm from the separatrix. The H-mode transition occurred at 0.26 s, so the
first SGI-U pulse was injected in the L-mode, while two subsequent pulses were in the H-mode
phase. The SOL density did not change during the SGI-U injection. The inboard and outboard
pedestal density increased, suggestingR that particles were deposited in the edge/pedestal region.
The total electron inventory Ne (t) = ne dV also increased during the SGI-U pulses as evident
from its time derivative dNe /dt. However, the a)
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However, the uncontrolled HFS gas injection led to
continuous fueling, detachment of the inner divertor Figure 2: (a) Density waveforms of an H-mode discharge, with
leg at low density n̄e ≃ (2 − 3) × 1019 m−3 [15], SGI-U injection shown by yellow bars; (b) ne , Te profiles just
before and during the SGI-U pulse at 0.3 s.
and the inner divertor MARFE formation, thought
to be responsible for the monotonic density rise observed in most NBI-heated ELM-free or
small ELM H-mode discharges. To achieve better density control, H-mode experiments were
carried out with the reduced HFS fueling complemented by the SGI-U.
Shown in Fig. 3 are the waveforms of three 0.8 MA, 4-6 MW NBI-heated ELM-free H-mode
discharges, fueled by various D2 quantities from the HFS and SGI-U injectors. Three cases are
shown: 1) HFS fueling at ΓHFS ≃ 2.8 × 1021 s−1 , no SGI-U; 2) reduced HFS fueling at ΓHFS ≃
8.5×1020 s−1 , three SGI-U pulses at ΓSGI−U ≃ 8.4×1021 s−1 (same discharge shown in Fig. 2);
and 3) reduced HFS fueling at ΓHFS ≃ 6 × 1020 s−1 , one SGI-U pulse. Evident from the figure
is a significant, 30-50 % line-averaged density reduction due to the reduced HFS injector rate.
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building up the divertor neutral pressure and conFigure 3: Waveforms of three H-mode discharges fueled by 1/
tributing to the density rise.
HFS injector only, 2/ reduced HFS injector rate and three SGIThe increased recycling in the divertor may lead U pulses, 3/ reduced HFS injector rate and one SGI-U pulse.
to undesirable effects such as an X-point MARFE and confinement degradation. Distinctive
features of the MARFE are low Te , high ne , and a greatly increased electron-ion recombination
rate Rrec . Deuterium high-n series emission lines are indicative of such conditions [16]. Spatially
resolved divertor profiles, obtained recently with a 10-channel divertor spectrometer, provided
evidence that an X-point MARFE formed during the SGI-U pulse. Shown in Fig. 4 is a time
history of the divertor Stark-broadened Balmer B10 line profile, proportional to both ne and Rrec .
The appearance of the X-point MARFE was closely correlated with the SGI-U pulse, and led
in this case to a weak confinement degradation. Further measurements are planned to elucidate
on the formation and migration mechanisms of the SGI-U-induced X-point MARFEs.
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tional GI using the DEGAS 2 code [17]. Calcu- Figure 4: Spectroscopic evidence of X-point MARFE formalations were performed on a mesh generated from tion during SGI-U gas pulse.
a H-mode equilibrium of an SGI-fueled discharge. Measured plasma background Te and ne
profiles were used. A Maxwellian velocity distribution corresponding to a gas temperature of
T = 160 K with a shift of v = 2.4 km/s was prescribed to the supersonic gas jet. Room temperature deuterium (T = 300 K) was used for the thermal GI. The SGI and GI fueling efficiencies
η were found to be comparable, being in the range 0.35-0.39 for H-mode plasmas. In the simulations, the SGI molecular and ion source appeared to be highly localized. In contrast, a larger
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Figure 5: DEGAS 2 simulations of the conventional and supersonic gas injections in the H-mode plasmas: (a) molecular, (b) atomic densities,
(c) flux surface averaged ionization rates. An artificial elongation 2:1 was given to panels (a) and (b) for clarity.

fraction of the GI molecules dissociated in the far SOL low temperature region, and the product
Frank-Condon atoms were efficiently transported and ionized over a larger volume area. As a
result, the flux-surface averaged ηSGI and ηGI were in the same range. Shown in Fig. 5 are the
calculated molecular and atomic densities and the ion source rate for the SGI and GI cases. The
simulations show that if the SGI operates in the "single-particle" regime, the directed velocity
does not appear to lead to enhanced penetration or higher fueling efficiency.
In summary, recent H-mode experiments demonstrated that the high-pressure supersonic deuterium jet provides fast fueling control, high fueling efficiency, and reduced midplane neutral
density. However, it appears that density control would not be possible in ELM-free or small
ELM H-mode discharges without active pumping. The active pumping, to be provided in NSTX
by lithium coatings, a liquid lithium divertor module, or a divertor cryopump, is expected to help
mitigate the density rises and the impact of X-point MARFEs on core plasma confinement.
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